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Based on the administrative punishment entrust , this article talks about what's 
right of administrative punishment entrust and definition of its characteristics and 
constitute which is through the commission of administrative punishment.Combined 
with China's current administrative punishment entrust by current situation of 
legislation and judicial practice and the practice of social problems.The right of 
administrative punishment entrust must be restricted by law according to legal 
provisions and factual basis, discuss from legislation to the actual application 
problems ,advancing a proposal which is covering about the legislative level ,practical 
application and judicial practice recommendations of The right of administrative 
punishment entrust.It's including analyzing subject、item、procedure and responsibility 
of the right of administrative punishment entrust ,then giving specific measures on 
legal restraint of the right of administrative punishment entrust . 
This article is divided into four parts, the first part is about the concept the 
administrative penalty entrust, including its meaning、characteristics and constitute； 
the second part discusses the reason and the purpose of restriction of administrative 
penalty entrust,and also analysis that it must be restricted with legal basis and factual 
basis; the third part is about sorting out legal norms of administrative penalty entrust 
by now which are announced,especially focuses on the analysis of  existing problems; 
the fourth part discusses suggestions which are about limitation with administrative 
penalty entrust by legal restraint . 
     In this paper, the article speaks about limitation with administrative penalty 
entrust by legal restraint ,also it want to give theoretical support for establishing the 
relevant legislation.At the same time, it will provide operating norms for the current 
practice of administrative penalty entrust and  play a role in acting of commission , 
then we shall achieve the goal which will improve the administrative efficiency, 
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